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Programma del corso

Linear systems

The matrix exponential; the variation of constants formula. Computation of the matrix exponential via eigenvalues and eigenvectors and via residual matrices. Necessary and sufficient conditions for exponential stability: Routh-Hurwitz criterion. Invariant subspaces. Impulse responses, step responses and steady state responses to sinusoidal inputs. Transient behaviors. Modal analysis: mode excitation by initial conditions and by impulsive inputs; modal observability from output measurements; modes which are both excitable and observable. Popov conditions for modal excitability and observability. Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models and transfer functions.

Kalman reachability conditions, gramian reachability matrices and the computation of input signals to drive the system between two given states. Kalman observability conditions, gramian observability matrices and the computation of initial conditions given input and output signals. Equivalence between Kalman and Popov conditions. Kalman decomposition for non reachable and non observable systems.

Eigenvalues assignment by state feedback for reachable systems. Design of asymptotic observers and Kalman filters for state estimation of observable systems. Design of dynamic compensators to stabilize any reachable and observable system. Design of regulators to reject disturbances generated by linear exosystems.

Introduction to adaptive control. Introduction to tracking control. Minimum phase systems and proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control.

**Introduction to nonlinear systems**


**Risultati d'apprendimento previsti**

The theory of differential equations can be successfully used to gain profound insight into the fundamental mathematical control design techniques for linear and nonlinear dynamical systems. Tutor-guided individual projects (including computer simulations and lab experiments) invite an intensive participation.

**Eventuali propedeuticità**

Anche se non sono previste propedeuticità formali, prima di frequentare il corso di è fortemente consigliato di aver sostenuto gli esami di Analisi Matematica e Geometria.

**Testi di riferimento**


Tutor-guided individual projects (including computer simulations) are involved and may concern one of the following topics:
- Population dynamics


- Mathematics of heart physiology and control


- Mathematics for glucose regulation control